
	

NEW PRODUCTS RELEASE: 
RapidMounts Secure SpeedLights, Action Cameras, 

LEDs & Phones to Wall Surfaces 

 
 

RapidMount SLX & Q20 Adhere to Walls using RapidStrip Adhesives that won't damage 
surfaces and leave no sticky residue behind.  

New Product Release, October 20, 2015 – Tether Tools® new RapidMounts allow photographers to 
discreetly mount lights and action accessories in ways that were never before possible - without 
stands or clamps!  
 
RapidMount SLX 
The new RapidMount SLX secures speedlight flashes directly to any smooth, lightly textured or 
painted surface such as drywall, veneer, glass, mirror, laminate, fiberglass, metal, tile, porcelain, 
marble and more.  Great for location shoots, the RapidMount SLX can uniquely position speedlights 
to any surface -  ensuring light in just the right spot. RapidMount SLX sets up fast using RapidStrips 
pressure-activated adhesives to adhere the device to the surface. The RapidMount SLX stays 
securely attached to the wall while the arms cradle the speedlight and drawstring keeps it in place. 
The RapidMount SLX adheres to and removes from walls quickly and leaves no residue upon 
removal. 
 
RapidMount Q20 
Likewise, the RapidMount Q20 sets up fast using the included and refillable RapidStrips, securing 
action cameras, LED panels, phones, microphones and other 1/4"-20 accessories to surfaces such 
as drywall, veneer, tile, marble, glass, and laminate.   
 
 
 



	

 
The RapidMount Q20’s arm is outfitted with a 1/4”-20 thread and dual ball articulating arm which 
helps position the mounted device at just the right angle needed to capture a shot, record audio and 
more. RapidMount Q20 is perfect for capturing up-close moments like a couple’s pre-ceremony meet 
up, recording vows or toasts, or mounting a camera in any venue for behind-the-scenes or time-
lapse video. 
 
RapidStrips 
Both the RapidMount SLX and RapidMount Q20 mount to the wall using included, and refillable, 
one-time use RapidStrips. The RapidStrips are an industrial-formula double-sided adhesive that 
uses a synthetic rubber, which provides superior performance while leaving no sticky residue upon 
removal - similar to gaffer tape. The RapidStrips also remove easily and do not cause damage to 
surfaces.  
 
Photographers depend on optimal lightning conditions to get the best possible shot, capturing the 
moment in a way that the photographer envisioned. Weddings and events are particularly difficult 
lighting situations, as receptions are often dimly lit and lighting is a hassle. Leaving the bulky light 
stands at home, photographers can now mount their gear using RapidMounts to nearly any surface 
or object available at a venue without being intrusive to guests. 
 
The RapidMount SLX and Q20 are part of Tether Tools’ growing line of 11 speedlight mounting 
solutions including the RapidMount Cold Shoe, RapidMount Elbow, RapidMount EasyGrip ST, LG, 
and XL Kit, RapidMount PowrGrip Kit, and RapidMount MaxClamp Kit. 
 
PDN PhotoPlus 
The RapidMount Series will debut at PDN PhotoPlus International Conference + Expo, October 22-
24, 2015 at the Javits Convention Center in New York City.   Tether Tools Booth #960 will showcase 
all RapidMount gear. Email Laura Heilman to make an appointment for a product demo or review at 
the PDN. 
 
The complete Tether Tools RapidMount product line is available for purchase 
at TetherTools.com and from authorized resellers. 
 
About Tether Tools 
Tether Tools® is a design and manufacturing company providing innovative custom photography 
and filmmaking equipment and accessories for in-studio and on-location shoots. Tether Tools is 
committed to providing high-quality versatile tethering and workstation solutions for professional and 
enthusiast photographers. Tether Tools also supplies gear for musicians, filmmakers and other 
creative professionals. 
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